Dynamic inversion time for improved 3D late gadolinium enhancement imaging in patients with atrial fibrillation
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Abstract

Purpose—High resolution 3D late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging is performed with single R-wave gating to minimise lengthy acquisition durations. In patients with atrial fibrillation (AF), heart rate variability results in variable magnetisation recovery between sequence repeats and image quality is often poor. In this study, we implemented and tested a dynamic inversion time scheme designed to reduce sequence sensitivity to heart rate variations.

Methods—An inversion-prepared 3D segmented gradient echo sequence was modified so that the inversion time (TI) varied automatically from beat-to-beat (dynamic-TI) based on the time since the last sequence repeat. 3D LGE acquisitions were performed in 17 patients prior to RF ablation of persistent AF both with and without dynamic-TI. Qualitative image quality scores, blood signal-to-ghosting ratios (SGRs) and blood-myocardium contrast-to-ghosting ratios (CGRs) were compared.

Results—Image quality scores were higher with dynamic-TI than without (2.2+/−0.9 versus 1.8+/−1.1, p = 0.008) as were blood-myocardium CGRs (13.8+/−7.6 versus 8.3+/−6.1, p = 0.003) and blood SGRs (19.6+/−8.5 versus 13.1+/−8.0, p = 0.003).

Conclusions—The dynamic-TI algorithm improves image quality of 3D LGE imaging in this difficult patient population by reducing the sequence sensitivity to RR interval variations.
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Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most prevalent form of cardiac rhythm disturbance and is associated with increased rates of stroke, heart failure and death (1). Radiofrequency
Ablation is a common treatment (2), the aim being to electrically isolate the pulmonary veins which are a frequent source of ectopic beats (3). The procedure carries a risk of major complication (4) and repeat procedures are often necessary, with a recent meta-analysis (4) reporting a success rate for single-procedure catheter ablation of persistent AF of 50.8% at 1 year and 41.6% at 3 years. The corresponding success rates for paroxysmal AF are 68.6% and 61.1%.

There has recently been considerable interest in 3D late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging in the AF population where scarring following radio frequency ablation has been demonstrated (5,6) and quantified (7-9). In addition, its spatial distribution and extent has been shown to be related to the likelihood of recurrence (10) and it may be helpful in directing the electrophysiologist to regions of incomplete scarring in repeat procedures (11). As well as assessing the left atrium post ablation, the degree of late enhancement in pre-ablation studies has been shown to be related to the risk of stroke (12) and is associated with sinus node dysfunction requiring pacemaker implantation (13). Pre-ablation LGE is also important for stratifying patients in order to identify predictors of successful ablation (14,15) and for tailoring the ablation strategy to the individual patient (16).

Conventional breath-hold 2D LGE imaging (17) is acquired with alternate R-wave gating which allows almost complete recovery of the longitudinal magnetisation from one sequence repeat to the next and which is consequently relatively robust to changes in the RR interval throughout the acquisition. This is demonstrated in Figure 1(a) where the longitudinal magnetisation is plotted over time for alternate R-wave gated acquisitions in a subject with a variable RR interval. High resolution 3D LGE imaging is performed during free-breathing using diaphragmatic navigators to restrict the respiratory motion and in order to reduce the otherwise lengthy acquisition durations, studies are gated on consecutive cardiac cycles (single R-wave gating). With single R-wave gating, however, the longitudinal magnetisation recovery following inversion preparation between sequence repeats is incomplete (Figure 1(b)) and, in the presence of RR interval variations, it can be highly variable. This can result in ghosting and poor nulling of normal myocardium which is exacerbated by missed cardiac triggers which become more likely when the RR interval changes. A missed trigger results when an R-wave occurs during the acquisition of a data segment (due to a short RR interval) and delays the acquisition of the next data segment until the next R-wave trigger is received. In the AF population then, image quality is frequently poor (18) and the percentage of non-diagnostic scans can be high with values of 31% (7), 13% (8), 41% (10) and 15% (14) having been reported recently. In one study, pre-ablation patients were frequently cardioverted to restore normal sinus rhythm before LGE acquisition (7), but this is not always a practical option clinically. A saturation/inversion recovery sequence (19) has recently been introduced and phantom experiments and simulations have shown that this reduces ghosting artefacts and results in improved nulling, albeit at the expense of some loss in contrast-to-noise ratio. However, while results in a single patient with AF were promising, the technique has not yet been systematically assessed in vivo.

In this manuscript, we suggest a different approach to reducing the problems associated with heart rate variability. Real-time adaptation of the inversion time (dynamic-TI) in response to changes in RR interval has been shown to improve image quality in double inversion (dark
blood) prepared turbo spin echo imaging for T2 assessment in thalassemia patients (20). We propose that such a technique could reduce changes in the longitudinal magnetisation throughout a 3D LGE acquisition and hence reduce sensitivity to arrhythmia in patients with AF. To this end, we have developed a dynamic-TI inversion prepared sequence and have acquired 3D LGE data both with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm in seventeen patients with persistent AF prior to RF ablation.

**Methods**

An inversion-prepared segmented 3D gradient echo sequence was modified to allow real-time adaptation of the inversion time, based on the time since the last sequence repeat. The gating delay was also modified on a beat-to-beat basis so that data was always acquired at the same time in each cardiac cycle. The dynamic-TI algorithm calculated the inversion time required to null normal myocardium for sequence repeat \( n \) (TI\(_n\)) as (21):

\[
T_{1n} = T_{1\text{myo}} \times \left( \frac{\log_e(2)}{\log_e(1 + \exp(-TR_{n-1}/T_{1\text{myo}}))} \right)
\]

where: \( T_{1\text{myo}} \) is the estimated T1 of normal myocardium (as discussed below) and TR\(_{n-1}\) is the time since the last sequence repeat.

The reference inversion time required to null normal myocardium in a conventional breath-hold 2D inversion prepared LGE acquisition (TI\(_{\text{ref}}\)) and the time between sequence repeats for that TI\(_{\text{ref}}\) acquisition (generally 2 × R-R intervals but increased to 3 or 4 × RR intervals for very fast heart rates) were included in the sequence protocol parameters. The time between sequence repeats was estimated from a visual display of the ECG trace. The myocardial T1 (T1\(_{\text{myo}}\)) was initially estimated as TI\(_{\text{ref}}\)/0.693 and was then iteratively adjusted to take into account the sequence repeat time at which the TI\(_{\text{ref}}\) was determined (2 × R-R interval). A checkbox was included which enabled the selection or de-selection of the dynamic-TI algorithm. If the dynamic-TI checkbox was not selected (ie the acquisition was to be performed with a fixed TI), a target sequence repeat time interval for which the fixed TI was to be calculated was also input. The sequence was also modified to store the sequence repeat time intervals through the acquisition in a text file for subsequent analysis.

**Phantom Studies**

The efficacy of the dynamic-TI algorithm was demonstrated in acquisitions of a phantom consisting of three bottles with T1s representing normal myocardium (490 ms), blood pool (420 ms) and a shorter T1 tissue (360 ms) following gadolinium administration. A conventional 2D breath-hold inversion-prepared LGE acquisition (with a simulated RR interval of 1000 ms and alternate R-R wave gating) with centric phase encoding was performed to determine the inversion time required to null the bottle representing normal myocardium (TI\(_{\text{ref}}\)). 3D LGE acquisitions showing cross-sections of these bottles were then performed using an inversion-prepared segmented gradient echo sequence (TE = 2.3 ms, TR = 5.2 ms) as follows: 18 slices at 1.5mm × 1.5mm × 4mm, reconstructed to 36 slices at 0.7mm × 0.7mm × 2mm, through-plane over-sampling 12.5%, field of view 380 mm × 380 mm × 128 – 144 mm, generalised autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA (22)) \( x^2 \), 24 lines per cardiac cycle with an acquisition window of 125 ms, single R-wave
gating, centric kz and centric ky ordering, flip angle 20°. The inversion time for all 3D acquisitions was determined on the scanner by equation (1), the user inputting the $T_{\text{I_ref}}$ determined in the 2D acquisition, the sequence repeat time interval at which this $T_{\text{I_ref}}$ was obtained ($2 \times$ simulated RR interval = 2000 ms) and selecting or de-selecting the dynamic-TI checkbox. If acquisitions were performed without dynamic-TI, a target sequence repeat time interval was also input for calculation of a fixed TI. The following acquisitions were performed: (1) fixed simulated RR interval of 1000 ms, alternate R-wave gating, TI to null simulated myocardium ($T_{\text{I_ref}}$), (2) fixed simulated RR interval of 1000 ms, single R-wave gating, fixed TI calculated from equation (1) for a target sequence repeat time of 1000 ms, (3) simulated RR interval varying randomly from 730 ms – 1300 ms, single R-wave gating, fixed TI calculated from equation (1) for a target sequence repeat time of 1000 ms (4) simulated RR interval varying randomly from 730 ms – 1300 ms, single R-wave gating, TI calculated dynamically from beat-to-beat, (5) as for (3) but with frequent missed cardiac triggers, (6) as for (4) but with frequent missed cardiac triggers. Acquisitions (3) – (6) were each repeated five times and the simulated blood-myocardium contrast-to-ghosting ratio (CGR) and simulated enhanced tissue-myocardium CGR determined in each case.

**Simulation Study**

For 16 sequence repeat time intervals, Bloch equation simulations were performed to determine the longitudinal magnetisation ($M_z$) of normal myocardium ($T_1$ 490 ms), blood ($T_1$ 420 ms) and a shorter T1 tissue ($T_1$ 360 ms) prior to the acquisition of the most centric phase encode line in each data segment. Sequence repeat times ($TR = 5.2$ ms), number of phase encode lines per data segment (24) and flip angle (20°) were as for the phantom acquisitions and as for the subsequent in vivo acquisitions. The simulations were repeated with the dynamic-TI algorithm incorporated. The sequence repeat time intervals used in the simulation study were those from an example patient study (image data in Figure 5).

**Patient studies**

The patient population consisted of 17 consecutive patients (mean age 65.4 years, range 50 – 77 years, 5 female) undergoing 3D LGE imaging prior to RF ablation of symptomatic drug-refractory long-standing persistent AF, as defined by 2012 international guidelines (23). These patients were, by definition, in non-sinus rhythm. All were treated with warfarin to reduce their thromboembolic risk and with rate control drugs. All patients gave written informed consent according to the requirements of the local ethics committee and all data were acquired on a Siemens Avanto 1.5 Tesla scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany).

In each patient, imaging was performed both with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm, the order of acquisitions being randomised to avoid bias. Imaging was started 15 minutes after gadolinium administration (Gadovist - gadobutrol, 0.1mmol/kg body weight in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines). A conventional 2D breath-hold LGE acquisition was performed with alternate R-wave gating, or for very fast heart rates, with gating on every 3rd or 4th cardiac cycle, in a mid short axis plane to determine the inversion time ($T_{\text{I_ref}}$) required to null normal myocardium. (In practice, this also depended on breath-holding capability.) The initial estimate of the TI required to null myocardium was 280 ms.
This was then modified, based on the image appearance, and the breath-hold acquisition repeated until the reference myocardial TI (TI_{ref}) was determined as that TI which resulted in the best myocardial nulling. This typically required 3 - 4 breath-hold acquisitions. While an inversion recovery cine scout acquisition could potentially have been used instead, this is not the method of preference at our institution. The reference myocardial TI (T1_{myo}) was initially estimated from this TI_{ref} (T1_{myo} = 0.693 × TI_{ref}). This estimate was then iteratively adjusted in steps of 5 ms until the calculated TI for this sequence repeat time interval (determined from equation (1)) was equal to that measured. Transverse navigator gated 3D LGE imaging (32 – 36 slices 4mm slices, reconstructed to 64 – 72 slices 2mm slices) was then performed with an end-expiratory following crossed-pairs navigator positioned over the dome of the right hemi-diaphragm with nominal navigator acceptance window size of 6 mm. A chemical-shift fat suppression pre-pulse was used and the acquisition window of 125 ms was positioned in the subject-specific diastolic rest period. All other parameters were as for the phantom acquisition. Nominal acquisition durations were 178 - 242 cardiac cycles, assuming 100% respiratory efficiency. The TI_{ref} and the time between sequence repeats for the TI_{ref} acquisition were included in the sequence parameter list to enable the calculation of T1_{myo} (as described above) which was necessary for the calculation of TI for single R-wave gating, both with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm. The 3D LGE acquisition was performed both with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm with the TI_{ref} being updated prior to the second study to account for gadolinium wash-out.

**Analysis and statistics**—All statistical tests were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19 Package. (1) Image quality score: All 3D LGE datasets (with and without dynamic-TI) were presented to two experienced observers who were blinded to the patient and to the inclusion or not of the dynamic-TI algorithm. Datasets were graded on a 4 point scale (0 = non-diagnostic, moderate – severe ghosting, with or without poor myocardial nulling; 1 = poor, moderate ghosting, with or without poor myocardial nulling, 2 = fair, minor ghosting with good myocardial nulling; 3 = good, minimal ghosting with good myocardial nulling) and in cases of disagreement, a consensus score achieved. Image quality scores with and without dynamic-TI were compared with a paired Wilcoxon test. (2) In each acquisition in each patient, the blood signal-to-ghosting ratio (SGR) was determined as the average ratio of the atrial blood pool signal intensity to the standard deviation of the signal intensity in a region of free space adjacent to the chest wall. The free space region of interest was positioned just to the left or right of the chest cavity (anterior to the arms) and included ghosting artefact in the left-right phase encoding direction due to variable longitudinal magnetisation recovery between sequence repeats. Blood SGR values with and without the dynamic-TI were compared with a paired t-test (after checking for normality). While this may not be strictly speaking the most appropriate method for acquisitions using GRAPPA, it is reasonable in this study where paired comparisons are being made. Myocardial SGR was measured in a similar way. In addition blood-myocardium contrast-to-ghosting ratios (CGRs) were determined as the difference in the blood pool and myocardium intensities divided by the standard deviation of the intensity of the same free space region of interest as above, therefore again including ghosting artefact. The CGR values with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm were compared with a paired t-test (after checking for normality). A measure of ghosting was also determined as the ratio of the mean signal...
intensity in the region of free space which included ghosting artefact (as defined above) to the standard deviation of the signal intensity in a region of free space anterior to the chest wall. Ghosting ratios with and without dynamic-TI were compared with a Wilcoxon matched-pairs. For all analyses, a p value < .05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Phantom studies

Figure 2 shows the results of the phantom study. In (a), acquired with a sequence repeat time interval of 2000 ms and an inversion time of 325 ms (TI<sub>ref</sub>), the bottle representing normal myocardium (top) is nulled. In (b), the sequence repeat time interval is reduced to 1000 ms and the TI calculated by equation (1) (275 ms) results in good nulling of the simulated myocardium. In (c) and (d), acquisitions were performed with the simulated RR interval varying randomly from 700 – 1300 ms, with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm respectively. In (c), variations in the longitudinal magnetisation recovery between sequence repeats have resulted in ghosting which is reduced in (d). The sequence repeat time interval variabilities (expressed as the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean) for these acquisitions were 13.1% and 12.0% respectively. In (e) and (f), the acquisitions in (c) and (d) were repeated with frequent missed cardiac triggers (resulting in sequence repeat time variabilities 31.4% and 30.5% respectively). Without the dynamic-TI algorithm (e), the ghosting due to variable longitudinal magnetisation recovery is increased and the fixed TI (calculated for an RR interval of 1000 ms) is incorrect. The dynamic-TI algorithm increased the mean simulated blood-myocardium CGR from 12.1 to 21.8 for the acquisition without missed cardiac triggers ((c) and (d)), and from 0.8 to 20.6 for the acquisition with missed cardiac triggers ((e) and (f)). The corresponding mean simulated enhanced tissue-myocardium CGR values increased from 55.3 to 98.3 ((c) and (d)) and from 30.1 to 91.1 ((e) and (f)) respectively.

Simulation study

The efficacy of the dynamic-TI algorithm is demonstrated in the simulation of Figure 3 which shows the % longitudinal magnetisation, M<sub>z</sub>, of blood (estimated T1 = 420ms), myocardium (estimated T1 = 490ms) and shorter T1 tissue (360 ms) for the most central k-space line in each data segment of an inversion prepared segmented gradient echo acquisition with single R-wave gating without (left) and with (right) the dynamic-TI algorithm in a subject with heart rate variability. The simulation is shown over 16 cardiac cycles - the first two being dummies - for repeat time intervals ranging from 633 – 1433 (mean 923 +/- 256 ms). Implementation of the dynamic-TI algorithm reduces the variations in M<sub>z</sub> at the centre of k-space for myocardium from 3.6 +/- 8.4 to 2.0 +/- 0.9 and for blood from 9.6 +/- 7.3 to 7.9 +/- 0.7. For the shorter T1 tissue, M<sub>z</sub> variations are reduced from 16.7 +/- 6.0 to 14.8 +/- 2.3.

Patient Studies

3D LGE acquisitions with and without dynamic-TI were completed in all 17 patients, the acquisition duration being 452 +/- 148 cardiac cycles. There was no significant difference between the acquisition times with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm (456 +/- 158 s vs
448 +/- 140 s, p = ns). The sequence repeat time intervals stored with each acquisition show the time between sequence repeats which varies due to a combination of changes in the RR intervals and missed cardiac triggers which may be frequent in fast AF. Paired analysis of the sequence repeat time intervals stored with the two sets of data showed that there were no significant differences between the mean values in the acquisitions with and without dynamic-TI (913.4ms +/- 67.9ms vs 909.8ms +/- 71.3 ms respectively, p = ns). There was also no significant difference between the sequence repeat time interval variability (expressed as the standard deviation of the sequence repeat time intervals as a percentage of the mean) with and without dynamic-TI (26.3% +/- 6.4%, (range 17.4% - 44.3%) vs 25.5% +/- 5.6%, (range 17.3% - 34.1%) respectively, p = ns).

For acquisitions both with and without dynamic-TI, the sequence repeat time variability in subjects having a fair or good image quality (score 2 or 3) was significantly lower than that in subjects with a non-diagnostic or poor image quality (score 0 or 1) (with dynamic-TI: 24.0% +/- 4.6% vs 31.8% +/- 7.1% respectively, p = .015; without dynamic-TI: 23.1% +/- 5.6% vs 29.8% +/- 1.6% respectively, p = .012). On average, the consensus image quality scores were higher in acquisitions with the dynamic-TI algorithm compared to those without (2.2 +/- 0.9 vs 1.8 +/- 1.1, p = 0.008). In 8 subjects (47%), the dynamic-TI algorithm improved the consensus image quality score, in 8 subjects (47%), the consensus image quality score was unchanged and in 1 subject (6%), it decreased. In this last subject, the percentage sequence repeat time variability was much higher in the acquisition with dynamic-TI (44.3%) than it was in the acquisition without dynamic-TI (34.1%). The subjects showing an improvement with the dynamic-TI algorithm had a higher percentage sequence repeat time variability than those showing no improvement, although this did not reach statistical significance (27.2% +/- 2.8% vs 23.1% +/- 5.2%, p = 0.07).

The dynamic-TI algorithm improved blood pool SGR (19.6 +/- 8.5 vs 13.1 +/- 8.0, p = 0.003). Similarly, the dynamic-TI algorithm resulted in a statistically significant improvement in blood-myocardium CGR (13.81 +/- 7.56 vs 8.32 +/- 6.06, p = 0.003). As would be expected, both the blood SGR and the blood-myocardium CGR were strongly related to the subjective image quality score (blood SGR: 10.2 +/- 6.3 vs 19.3 +/- 8.4 for image quality scores 0/1 and 2/3 respectively, p = 0.003 and CGR: 6.2 +/- 5.6 vs 13.4 +/- 6.9 for image quality scores 0/1 and 2/3 respectively, p = 0.005). Patients with a subjective improvement in image quality with the dynamic-TI algorithm had a greater improvement in the blood pool SGR (11.0 +/- 6.5 vs 2.5 +/- 6.2, p = .015) and blood-myocardium CGR (9.2 +/- 7.0 vs 2.2 +/- 3.3, p = .015) than those without subjective improvement. There was no significant difference in the myocardial SGR with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm (4.6 +/- 2.0 vs 4.0 +/- 2.7, p = ns). The dynamic-TI algorithm resulted in images with a significantly reduced and less variable ghosting ratio (10.8 +/- 4.3 vs 15.8 +/- 8.7, p = 0.004). The image quality scores, blood-myocardium SGRs and blood-myocardium CGRs for low (<22.5%), medium (22.5 – 30%) and high (>30%) sequence repeat time interval variability are summarised in Figure 4 for acquisitions both with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm.

Figures 5 and 6 show example patient acquisitions with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm demonstrating reduced ghosting and improved image quality with the dynamic-TI
algorithm. Figure 6 shows an example where, in addition to ghosting, the acquisition without dynamic-TI shows incorrect signal nulling. The corresponding sequence repeat time variability histograms for these subjects are also shown. The high percentage of missed cardiac triggers in the patient in Figure 6 (which result in frequent extended sequence repeat time intervals and a dominant second peak) is most likely responsible for the poor signal nulling. For all patients, the with and without dynamic-TI distributions of sequence repeat time intervals are similar.

Discussion

We have implemented a dynamic-TI inversion scheme and have shown that it results in improved 3D LGE image quality in patients with persistent AF. The algorithm results in increased blood signal-to-ghosting ratios and increased blood-myocardium contrast-to-ghosting ratios. Myocardial SGR is unchanged. In nearly half of the patients (47%), there was also a small but significant increase in the consensus image quality score. The improvement in image quality score was greatest in those subjects having the highest degree of sequence repeat time variation.

Poor image quality is a frequent cause of concern in AF patients (18). However, while other studies have reported that the percentage of non-diagnostic scans ranging from 15% (14) to 41% (10), the percentage of patients with poor quality data who were in non sinus rhythm at the time of those scans has not reported. The extent of this problem is therefore unclear although in our study of patients with persistent AF, non-diagnostic or poor image quality was observed in 6 (35%) of 17 patients. This was due to a combination of RR interval variability and missed cardiac triggers, as shown in the lower panel in Figure 6. However, the image appearance will depend not only on the shape of these sequence repeat time histograms, but also on the timing of any variability relative to the k-space data being acquired. This will be a focus of further work. As seen in Figure 6, the missed cardiac triggers result in non-normal distributions of the sequence repeat time variability. Consequently, characterising the repeat time interval variability as the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean is limited. In our subject group, 24 hour holter monitoring was not conducted prior to ablation so we could compare the cardiac rhythm of our subjects with typical AF traces.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, the algorithm implemented aims to reduce variations in the longitudinal magnetisation of myocardium throughout the acquisition, regardless of the sequence repeat time interval. While longitudinal magnetisation variation of other tissues (blood, enhanced tissue) remains, it is reduced in amplitude, as shown in Figure 3(b), and image quality is improved, as shown in Figures 2(d) and (f). However, the technique is not capable of removing the Mz variations from all of the tissues all of the time. Further work will investigate the effects of minimising Mz of different tissues on image quality but this is beyond the scope of this current manuscript. While the dynamic-TI technique succeeds in reducing the longitudinal magnetisation variation throughout the acquisition, further improvements may be made by rejecting and reacquiring views acquired in extreme sequence repeat time intervals, which may be due to either arrhythmia or to missed cardiac triggers. Not only would this further reduce the longitudinal magnetisation variation.
throughout the acquisition, but it would also be necessary to ensure consistency of the heart position and filling from one repeat interval to the next and to reduce the resulting cardiac blurring.

With this sequence, inputting the reference myocardial TI (TI_{ref}) and the sequence repeat time interval for this reference acquisition can be used to estimate the TI at a fixed, as well as at a variable, sequence repeat time interval. This is in fact an option on the user interface – if dynamic-TI is not used (tickbox unchecked), the user can enter a target sequence repeat time interval for which the TI is to be calculated and the subsequent acquisition (without dynamic-TI) is run. An example of the efficacy of this is provided in Figures 2 (a) and (b) where the image in (a) is acquired with the same sequence repeat time interval as the scout (2000 ms) and TI = TI_{ref} ie the TI required to null normal myocardium at this sequence repeat time interval, while in (b) the target sequence repeat time interval is 1000 ms and the TI has been calculated accordingly. The efficacy of the calculation is supported by the phantom acquisitions in (b) and the dynamic-TI acquisitions in (d) and (f). Based on equation (1), we have previously created look up tables of TI (for single R-wave gating) versus sequence repeat time interval for a range of TI_{ref} (25). However, embedding the calculation of TI within the sequence code, as done here, is easier as it avoids the need for these tables.

The estimate of the myocardial T1 (T1_{myo} in equation (1)) requires the user to input the estimated inversion time to null normal myocardium (TI_{ref}) and the time between sequence repeats for this estimate of TI_{ref} (2 – 4 × RR intervals, depending on base heart rate). The latter is currently determined from visual display of the patient’s ECG. However, a less subjective alternative would be to record the sequence repeat time intervals throughout the reference TI acquisition and to determine an average. This will be implemented in future work. Sequence repeat time interval variations will affect the accuracy of TI_{ref}. However, if the repeat time intervals for the reference acquisition are sufficiently long (2 – 4 RR intervals), almost complete longitudinal magnetization recovery will occur between sequence repeats and the effects of RR interval variability will be minimized. Errors in the estimation of T1_{myo} and of the TI for the single R-wave gating acquisitions will therefore also minimized.

For this study, the contrast agent dose was .1mmol per kg (gadobutrol) as suggested by the manufacturer (Gadovist). While this is the standard dose used in our institution, it is lower than that used with some other gadolinium-based contrast agents in other institutions. Higher doses will lead to differences in TI_{ref} and T1_{myo} and may change the efficacy of the dynamic-TI algorithm. This will be the subject of further work.

To our knowledge, this study shows the first application of this technique in patients with AF and it shows that dynamic adaptation of the inversion time on a beat by beat basis results in reduced longitudinal magnetisation variation throughout the acquisition and that qualitative and quantitative measures of image quality are improved.

In conclusion, dynamic adaptation of the inversion time from beat-to-beat significantly improves subjective image quality and significantly improves blood pool signal-to-ghosting.
ratios and blood-myocardium contrast-to-ghosting ratios in patients with AF. This improved image quality will assist automatic atrial LGE quantification in the atria in this difficult patient population.
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Figure 1.
Simulated longitudinal magnetisation, $M_z$ (as a percentage of the initial longitudinal magnetization, $M_0$), following inversion preparation over 10 cardiac cycles with variable RR intervals: (a) with alternate R-wave gating and (b) with single R-wave gating. The curves are simulated for a T1 of 430ms and the simulated RR intervals are 800ms, 800ms, 800ms, 600ms, 800ms, 600ms, 800ms, 800ms, 1000ms, 800ms. The timing of the R-waves is marked with ticks on the time axis and the inversion pulses are marked by arrows. (The effect of the LGE readout is small for short T1 and low flip angle and has been ignored in these simulations.)
Figure 2.
Phantom acquisitions with and without dynamic-TI. The phantom consists of three bottles having T1s of 490 ms (simulated myocardium (top)), 420 ms (simulated blood (middle)) and 360 ms (simulated shorter T1 tissue (bottom)). Example images acquired with (a) sequence repeat time interval 2000 ms and TI_{ref} of 325 ms to null simulated myocardium, (b) sequence repeat time interval 1000 ms and TI calculated from equation 1 (275 ms), (c) sequence repeat time intervals varying randomly from 700 – 1300 ms (without dynamic-TI), using the TI determined for a target sequence repeat time interval of 1000 ms as in (b) (ie TI
= 275 ms). The standard deviation of the sequence repeat time intervals (as a percentage of the mean) was 13.1%. Simulated blood-myocardium CGR = 12.1, simulated enhanced tissue-myocardium CGR = 55.3. (d) simulated RR interval varying randomly between 700 ms and 1300 ms using a TI determined on a beat by beat basis by equation (1). The standard deviation of the sequence repeat time intervals (as a percentage of the mean) was 12.0%. Simulated blood-myocardium CGR = 21.8, simulated enhanced tissue-myocardium CGR = 98.3. (e) simulated RR interval varying randomly between 700 ms and 1300 ms (without dynamic-TI), using the TI determined for a target sequence repeat time interval of 1000 ms as in (b) above (TI = 275 ms). In this acquisition, frequent missed cardiac triggers resulted in the sequence repeat time intervals varying from 819 – 2031 ms with the standard deviation (as a percentage of the mean) being 31.4%. Simulated blood-myocardium CGR = 0.8, simulated enhanced tissue-myocardium CGR = 30.1. (f) simulated RR interval varying randomly between 700 ms and 1300 ms, using a TI being determined on a beat by beat basis by equation (1). In this acquisition, frequent missed cardiac triggers resulted in the sequence repeat time intervals varying from 795 – 2007 ms with the standard deviation (as a percentage of the mean) being 30.5%.
Figure 3.
Longitudinal magnetization, $M_z$ (as a percentage of the initial longitudinal magnetization, $M_0$) of blood (open circles, $T1 = 420$ ms) and myocardium (filled circles, $T1 = 490$ ms) for the most central k-space line in an inversion prepared segmented gradient echo acquisition with single R-wave gating without (left) and with (right) dynamic-TI in a subject with variable heart rate. A shorter T1 tissue is also simulated (open triangles, $T1 = 360$ ms). The sequence repeat time intervals were from an example patient (Figure 4): 633ms, 966ms, 1433ms, 1266ms, 633ms, 699ms, 1083ms, 850ms, 1216ms, 833ms, 683ms, 983ms, 666ms, 983ms. The first two cardiac cycles were dummy cycles. The longitudinal magnetization at the centre of k-space is less variable for all T1s with the dynamic-TI algorithm.
Figure 4.
Mean image quality scores (a), blood-myocardium SGRs (b) and blood-myocardium CGRs (c) as a function of sequence repeat time interval variability (standard deviation as a percentage of the mean) for acquisitions with and without the dynamic-TI algorithm.
Figure 5.
Selected slices from 3D acquisitions in an example patient both without (a) and with (b) dynamic-TI, together with sequence repeat time interval histograms. The dynamic-TI algorithm results in less ghosting in the left-right phase encode direction and improved image quality. The image quality score increased from 2 to 3 with the dynamic-TI algorithm. The window width and level have been set to best demonstrate the artefact levels in the images. The repeat time intervals were similar in the acquisitions with and without dynamic-TI (standard deviation as a percentage of the mean 25.1% and 24.8% respectively).
Figure 6.
Selected slices from 3D acquisitions in an example patient both without (a) and with (b) dynamic-TI, together with sequence repeat time interval histograms. In this subject, there were frequent missed cardiac triggers resulting in frequent extended sequence repeat time intervals (open arrows) which without dynamic-TI, result in incorrect signal nulling and ghosting (image quality score 0). Image quality is improved with dynamic-TI (image quality score 1). The image quality score increased from 0 to 1 with the dynamic-TI algorithm. The window width and level have been set to best demonstrate the artefact levels in the images.
The repeat time intervals were similar in the acquisitions with and without dynamic-TI (standard deviation as a percentage of the mean 28.4% and 29.4% respectively).